CS 160
CS Orientation

More Lists in Python...
Odds and Ends

• Testing out of CS 161 – Get the override and sign up to challenge now! You have to have a grade before getting into CS 162.

• No lab this week!

• No demo hours this Friday, demo M-R!
What Most Schools Don’t Teach!!!

- [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nKlu9yen5nc](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nKlu9yen5nc)

- Have a growth mindset!!!
Details of Arrays...

- Why can we change the contents of a list/array inside a function?
- What is the name of the array by itself?
Exercise #6

• How many did not finish Lab #7 on Friday?
• Pair with someone who didn’t finish the lab and explain how to do it!
Searching/Sorting...

• Videos:
  – Google Searching
  – CS Unplugged
  – Sorting